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QUESTION 1

If a customer has a server cluster, what does a quorum disk do? (Choose two.) 

A. It is a configuration database. 

B. It tells the applications what storage to access. 

C. It decides where to run an application if a node fails. 

D. It tells the storage which applications are accessing it. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has a server cluster, what are two features of a quorum disk? (Choose two.) 

A. It must reside on a RAID disk. 

B. It must be accessible by all nodes. 

C. It contains the status of all nodes in a cluster. 

D. A copy must always be available to all nodes. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has concerns about the testing of a number of updates to his main application on a 30TB database. There
are 5 separate changes that need to be implemented. They are urgent and need to be implemented quickly during the
following week. Which solution would you recommend? 

A. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using ShadowImage and apply each update on a day by day
basis using TrueCopy Synchronous to copy the database. 

B. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply each update on a day by day
basis using TrueCopy Synchronous to copy the database. 

C. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply each update on a day by day
basis taking a ShadowImage snapshot each time before doing so. 

D. Copy the entire database at the beginning of the week using Copy-On-Write and apply each update on a day by day
basis taking a Copy-On-Write snapshot each time before doing so. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What are Hitachi Data Systems recommendations after backing up a Microsoft Exchange server using HiCommand
Protection Manager (HPtM) software? (Choose two.) 

A. Keep the same storage group name. 

B. Perform defragment using the ESEUTIL utility (ESEUTIL /d). 

C. Repair information store using the ESEUTIL utility (ESEUTIL /p). 

D. Keep the same paths for the information store, log, and system files. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two configurations are good candidates for a Three Data Center (3DC) Multi-target type replication without
purchasing additional hardware? (Choose two.) 

A. Two local 9980v connected through a SAN to Windows 2003 servers with a TrueCopy Asynchronous link to a distant
9980v 300km apart connected through a SAN to disaster recovery Windows 2003 servers. 

B. Two local USPs connected through a SAN to Windows 2003 servers both having a TrueCopy Asynchronous link to a
distant USP 300km apart connected through a SAN to disaster recovery Windows 2003 servers. 

C. One primary USP connected through a SAN to Windows 2003 servers having a TrueCopy Synchronous link to a
disaster recovery local USP. A secondary site 300km apart with a USP connected through a SAN to Windows 2003
servers. 

D. A primary USP connected through a SAN to Windows 2003 servers. A secondary USP connected through a SAN to
Sun servers. Both USP sbeing cross copy connected by TrueCopy synchronous. A disaster recovery distant USP
300km apart off-line to any CPU connected to local USPs by a Universal Replicator. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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